




NpLHEIM #4 is edited and published by Dave Hulan at 38O6 Pinedale Dr., SW, Hunts- 
ville, Ala., for the 6^-th mailing cf the Spectator Amateur Press Society and anyone 
else who is interested in SAPS mailing comments or who is a Hulan completist or 
has some other obscure reason for wanting a copy. Cover is by Joe Staton, page #3 
illo (that's this page) by ATom.n Everything else in the issue you can blame me for.

Jotun Publication #33

WITH UNERRING AIM...
(an editorial of sorts)

This will not be a very long 
editorial this time. I say this 
time as though I habitually wrote 
long, meaningful editorials, when 
in fact I don’t think I've ever mn 
over two pages in any zine except 
LOKI, nor over 3 pages even then. 
But this will be slightly less than 
one page (because of the illo) and 
therefore will be about the shortest 
to date.

Anyhow, I don't think that

company 13 pages of mailing comments. That's 
son is that it's getting toward the time when

a long editorial is needed to ac- 
a good rationale, anyhow; the big rea
l'll have to mail NIP if I want to

get it there before the deadline without paying special handling fees, and I'm out 
of ideas and don't want to await inspiration.

You may notice that history is made 
with this issue, in that it is the first SAPSzine I have published with an interior 
illo (and only the second with a cover illo, for that matter). There are several 
reasons why this is so. First, until very recently I hadn't tried to stencil any 
artwork. I tended to tear the stencil even when stencilling headings, and hesitated 
to do even more complicated things. Then I got a writing plate and everything became 
much simpler. I dared to cut artwork, and don't think I do too bad a job of it, if 
I'm not by any means expert at it yet.

However, there's another equally good reason 
which still keeps me from using more than occasional pieces. I have yet to find a 
good, cheap stencil which will both take artwork well and won't gum up the type on 
ny typer after typing ten lines to the point where I have to clean it. Tower sten
cils are cheap and take typing beautifully, but tear badly when artwork is attempted; 
Vari-color maroon stencils take artwork beautifully byt are hell to type on. I sus
pect that the two qualities are mutually exclusive by nature. Of course, one can 
use a film sheet of some sort - saran-wrap works fine if you don't want to spend 
money on the commercial product - but this is a lot of trouble. I don't like art
work that much. In other people's zines, yes - but not in mine. I'll go to son^ 
extra trouble for LOKI, since it's a tradezine, but not a whole lot even there. If 
they'd just make a good, cheap, stencil good for both art and typing...

I named this 
editorial "With Unerring Aim..." because it seemed to go with the spot-illo I used 
(which I selected at random, which may show how much thought I put into a SAPSzine 
or something...), but now that I think of it (it took me this long) it would do much 
better as a MC title. I think that next ish I'll start using it that way, and T'11 
keep the little ATomillo as a title cut too...

Well, that's about got it - vaya 
con L. Ron Hubbard or Somebody like that -



And once again that department called, in an original manner - 
M*A*I*L* I*’ - C*O*i'rTl*E*N*T*S

—Fanzine for Burnett R. Toskey, Ph. D. - Ed Jfeskys: 
the RCA iricon gets published...if they'll print 
thing of the sort I can get 42 copies of.

Just wait till my evaluation of
an unclassified abstract or some-

Plonk #1 - Rich Brown: Welcome back to SAPS. I 
hits me right. always like good humor, and yours

Niflheim is one of the Nine Worlds
AA’ + V^heim» Alfheim, Svartalfheim, Jotunheim, Muspellheim, Hei, and Midgard 
sort of Hell”5 pA u A °f th® °neS that is ^-described but it is a 

nough so that "Niflheim" was a reasonably common Norse cuss-word.

of Norse mythology (the others bein.

You mean someone else used to pub a zine called LOKI - besides Gerry De La Ree? I is 
covered with rue. Did Hart reach the 7-issue mark?

t , , . Good MCs may be harder to write.J? A A “-1 I’ve never tried consciously to write a good NO. I
JU read the zine and write down anything that strikes me, composing in thT’stick.

AAA Pr°baW would m Rand’s definition of the 
GreA^SlfA A £ A Spillane - so« for other examples, would Zane
A ? E 1 Stanley Gardner, all of idiom sold more than Spillane. And Burroughs 
t prafts are probably selling much better now than Spillane will in 30-40 years, 

might to some extent take exception to your statement "Spillane gave the^ublic what 
they were hungering for: murder, sadism, a rugged hard-boiled story that didn’t pull 
Punches " Certainly some of the public wanted this - but even the sales of ^illS’s

A ;,unute fraction, plus or minus, of the whole population. Other
7*7 A sold as many copies of books that weren’t murderous, sadistic, or such - 
so why say thau that’s what "the public" wanted?
+, , t „ • r> -r 1 say I think A is better but

, naoy ™ean that Judging by more or less objective standards
Quality (which do exist, whether I agree with them or not), A is better, 

7 X Prices ..lead me to enjoy B more. I’d rather read anyl
thing ERB ever wrote than anything William Faulkner ever wrote, but I can’t in good 

r th® ^ter writer., .unless I'm sure that it will 
derstood that I m referring only to the way ..his work strikes me. What I suppose is 
f® A by n°St people whan thQy such an assertion is that they like B bet- 1 

A lf th®y af® forced to defend their choice of the better one they would choose
A as being easier to defend. At least, that's what I would mean.

coat? Not morally objectionable, no, but isn't it just a little silly? °VeP

Stdns SAnTA 37 HP Sh0Uld b® ®n°Ugh f°r drivinf alnost an^ere except 
in mountains if the car has a proper axle and transmission ratios. 1-^ VW only has 

*;neVer feG1 th® lack °f power e^Pt occasionally when I need Apass 
someone doing 55 or so. And this is hilly country down.here, too.

about slice-of-life stuff, except that I don’t like Tennessee Willie ithS. A may 
® prejudiced there, though; too often I've seen people in other parts of the country 

ZliAXS °n Wbat?Ags — - the South, wheAVfaft AyT

' . ® '^-S^ssippi De^ta country bears any resemblance to his "South"
bv choioe Ah G ®xagSerates. I’m not a regional chauvinist, but I live in the South 
by choice and don't care to hoar it run down for false reasons.



Poor Richard's Almanac #15 - Rich Brown: Sorry, but I couldn't make any headway in 
reading this. I guess I'm just not very interested in Paul Stanbery.

Spacewarp ^6 - Art Rapp: Around here it's "Kentucky fried Chicken',' but this 
is a proprietary name of a particular recipe which produces the best damn chicken you 
ever ate. The Huntsville franchise is owned by people named Bergeron, by the way - I 
wonder if they ever heard of WARHOON?

-^arXS-go — Lawrence Crilly; I was just trying to be yumarous ■with my com— 
rents to you in NIF 2-1 know who you are. Your intro to yourself in your WLzink 
just struck me as somewhat pompous, and I couldn't resist a dig.

I don't believe in 
discrimination either. That's why I find the insistence of Negroes on the capital 
"N" to be a little silly - along with their revision of Stephen Foster's songs and 
attempts to get books describing slavery taken off required reading lists, even when 
this.involves the removal of HUCKLEBERRY FINN - one of the half-dozen really classic 
American.novels. I believe in treating people as individuals, not as races, and I 
believe in retaining a true picture of history whatever it may say about a "race". I 
am descended on one side from one of King George Ill's Hessian mercenaries, but I 
have never raised ary stink about the histories of the Revolutionary wat which seldom 
have anything nice tqsay about my ancestor. In general I am opposed to the sort of 
unofficial censorship which says that if you make the villain of a story anything but 
a wasp you have to make the hero a member of the same minority group or you'll have 
that group down on your neck. Like the bloke who wrote to AMAZING a while back com
plaining about their anti-Semitism because the villain of one of the stories was 
Goldstein or something of the sort. (The fact that the editor is Jewish made it a 
bit more ridiculous than it was already*..)

I believe in editorial comment in a letter 
column (ask any Neffer who got TIGHTBEAM #19), but you carry it to ridiculous ex
tremes. Interrupting in the middle of a paragraph is hardly ever necessary and is 
confusing to boot. If you keep that up you'll find that your LoCs will become even 
fewei/as time goes by.

Your comments on the NFFF are obviously the product of sowone 
who hasn't been a member for a couple of years. You might be surprised at how the 
club has changed since 1961. For one thing, we have over 300 members now, and are 
adding members faster than ever before although actual formal recruiting effort is 
practically zilch, Fandbooks - not th*s Tucker guide, but four very useful volumes 
by Franson, Licntman, and Moffatt — the hospitality room (so you don't like hospi
tality, so some people don't like anything); the Story Contest; the Information Bu
reau; the Index to the Prozines (19'51 published; 1962 in process); an Index to SF 
Book Reviews which is being compiled and will bepublished before too long - how much 
does a club have to do before it's useful? I'm not asking you to join - if you'd 
collated an ish of TB and stuck address labels and stamps on them you'd hage very 
little enthusiasm for adding more members to the N3F - but I'm telling you that you 
are knocking something that you don't know anything about if you haven't belonged 
since '61.

Pot Pourri #27 - John Berry: Very good. Yours is practically the only fan-fiction 
I read, and I'm seldom disappointed.

—9^ R.purri #28 - John Berry again: And very good again. Your experiences in officer 
training sound something like what went through rather more recently when I became 
a 2/Lt. Now, of course, I'm a Civilian, and glad of it except when the medical bills 
puur in. AAaugh!

But not very many comment hooks.



gfeders #51 - Frai Ballard: I have a rice- 'rTober for TAFF'' design that ATom sent 
S JS 3 'Z X 1 Wel1 I'm n"

1X5’ 3 °Ur S°°d C1' ■ iaCk-hearted 0E. Anybody want a "Weber for
i*** 1 U.tdo-l-c£Il ’

TTWP- hnTTc The °+ly ^hti-n Dictionaiy in any of my hardback Burroughs books is in 
yX is strictly limited by the fact that .about half to
273 Of the listed words are names of people. Almost all the rest are names of ani- 
£ lo£ ’ CdUntri6s’ tlib9S ~ 1 thfc* there is a verb or XXeIn

7. "N° °f N°d" appeared in Ws in 1952; the April ish, I think, though I
S' °heOk 11 Was 31,0 anthologized to

f ™‘‘ STORIES in '53 (about half of which stories were really from

\ Xs Put Oldish things", if lifted out of 
bl"S^n him p„7T T'a trAble' but 1 think you're putting far too much 
V iL J h P 1 ?s not advocatLne patting away one's childhood, repudiating it - 
he was drawing an analogy between children and adults on the one hand and the tfrth- 
evStX^XXXV".,^ J™ mk° “ X?X
ever to get the idea that adults would have different interests than children and to 
XXoXaXX X* E °hlW “ “t^^od in sho^d neveX XI 
XXt 2 ”e °°r“thians « instead of just the 11th

thanks I W^at ?iffersnce is between a gerund and a participle,
+ >> 1 was asking if it is a fruitful distinction to make - I haven't really'
jectf gXnd h Participles c°me in two forms aM don't take ob-

’ g f? ? have °nly One form and do take objects. Is this enough difference to 
bother with trying to establish it in the mind of a student (other than a very ad- 

o^bf ’ WOuld km°wing or not knowing make any difference in the 
student s command of the language? Is a student ever going to use, say, a past par- 
teac^Vs^b?1 ?erU2d? Not likely« 1 would prefer that before they try to 
you and I" f ^bh^ eradiCate such thinES as "I seen” and "between
word in Zn b^ * Profit a man if he can identify the technical name of every
word in a sentence if he can't speak good English? And, conversely, if he can speak 
good English.why should he know what the technical name of a part of speech is un- 
pSt lin^istic® a® a profession or hobby? Knowing some technical
P useful in speaking good English; others, such as the distinction between
participle and gerund, 1 remani unconvinced about. Naybe you could convince me?

reaa°aable third wculd be to maintain sufficiently flexible"
‘ CC^nter ary miscalculation on the enemy's side without nuclear

Zn<„ th+ thre^ of nuclear war, while moving toward an effective anti-missile de- 
XbF \ t ! Z°US W°Uld b° fair3y effective; the Nike X modification will 

future ^^^Tnb^ 1 ^b^ n0 doubt that sti11 better versions will be developed in the' 
^nXe btl rS,’ Whi°h my WS11 be the defen®ive weapon which will
Tion « J nP^r aC the offense once again. Bombs that are exploded 
Mn^b^^1 +^P’ ^hey produce some fallout, aren't likely to destroy humanity. 
P^rtiSs^ ^^b X? Of the bOnib’ comes surfaCG bursts where 

X X lrradlated and made into lethal isotopes. It may or may not be 
successful, but it seems better to me than suicide or surrender. And Jour 

^kne^th^3^17 UP until just recently there had evermore been antiporno laws -
bX JW things of the late Victorian age - but that in that particular

area things had been getting better in the past few years - say 10-20 or so - thsn 
been a while. °n the other hand, the days prior to 1870 were the heyday 

e now no ings, and before that the Alien and Sedition Acts, and before that 



blasphemy was the cardinal sin. My contention was that things don’t get much worse 
or much better, it’s just that emphases change. True there wqsn't any "municipal 
fuzz" before 18^. I don’t know you - if you're really built like a gorilla, as some
one says this mailing, then maybe you'd have gotten along fine without them. I for 
one am glad they're around; they have their faults, but they're one helluva lot bet
ter than the mobile vulgus and posse comitatus which they replaced. And before WI 
you could always go somewhere else - though any place else would be just as bad if 
not worse in some respects. You could go to the South Pacific and live off mangoes 
and bananas, I suppose* But the civilized world was pretty uniform, except where it 
was worse.

Government being a necessary evil doesn't make it good. Neither, however, 
does it make it unnecessary.

Die Wis #8 - Dick Schultz: One of these days I’ll read this.

Watling Street #XVI - Bob Lichtman: I doubt if they'll ever make a ring-sized TV 
set. Not that they couldn't, but who'd want one? I mean, you like to see your 
TV screen, and unless you're one of EFRussell's micro-engineers you're not going to 
be able to make out much on something the size of a ring. Watch-size, maybe, though.

Add me to the list of VW owners in fandom. WOAPA, anyone?

The Gaseous Vertebrate #3 - Gary Deindorfer: You should know that Blackhearted 
Bruce Pelz (for TAFF!) wouldn't let you get away with ly spacing. This isn't FAPA, 
you know.

You're right. This is undoubtedly the sloppiest, and maybe the stupidest 
(or one of those) things you have ever done. I've read worse things by other people, 
but not by you. I hope you have time to do bettor next tine.

Chastity Belt - John Fcyster: What can I say. This is one of those things that are 
worse than TGV #3» And you, too, are capable of much better things. How pointless 
can you get?

Are you a physicist too? Or do you just teach it...

Ignatz #33 - Nancy Rapp; I see you share my opinion of New York City. The only 
place I can think of that I like less is Baltimore, and that's a pretty close choice 
between rotten eggs.

Pleasure Units #4 - Gordon Bklund: I agree that fanzines should have an abundance of 
editorially-written material, though I don't think that a genzine should necessarily 
be mostly by the editor. For instance, my genzine usually contains around 6-8 pages 
of stuff by me, not counting my comments in the lettercol, out of about 30 pages in 
all. I think that's enough to establish the editorial tone of the zine, and I feel 
that one purpose served by a genzine is to give fans who don't have publishing faci
lities bjrt do have things to say a chance to say them. (So ask me why I print arti
cles by Coulson...) Apazines are something else again; my apazines are pretty stric
tly my own writing exclusively. The only outside material I use is artwork, since I 
like some artwork in a fanzine and can't draw myself.

Re Hiroshima & Nagasaki - you 
are thinking of the atom bomb as a terror weapon - a common enough practice, but one 
that ignores several basic facts. The biggest one is that the thing that made the 
A-bomb so terrifying was the fact that it was tremendously destructive. And in a war 
one of the objectives is destruction of the enemy's means of resistance. You can, 
if you wish, deplore the practice of bombing cixd-lian-industrial targets at all - I 
don't really know where I'd stand in such an argument, since I didn't have anything 
to say about it at the time, and it's with us now for better or worse - but I don't 



see where it is more, reprehensible to wipe out a city with a nuclear bomb than it is 
° incendiaries and high -iv.;. And in the minds of the Chiefs of

bhail m l9^-5,.there was no certainty that the terrific destructive power of the A- 
bomb would in itself force Japan to surrender if it had been dropped on a deserted 
place just as a demonstration. For all you know, it might not have. It didn’t when 
it was dropped on Hiroshima, did it?
, . . _ °n the other hand, the destruction of two key in
dustrial cities of Japan was calculated to make the finishing of the war easier even 
it the two bombs themselves were not enough to frighten the Japanese into surrender 
The threat of the A-bomb is.obviously so terrifying to you that you would surrender 
if you knew such a thing existed and were given a chance, but you aren't a Japanese 
and you don t know what you might have done. And remember, in those days they 
couldp t turn such bombs out. on the assembly line - refining the U-235 was an" extreme- 
y tedious process, and wasting a bomb would have been like blowing up half the ammu

nition dumps we had just to shew we had it.
+1,^ Toa • j , 1 may not totally with the action of
th^ J,S in deciding to drop the bomb on Hiroshima, but I can understand their reason
ing and it wasn't "war hysteria".

composition .is excusable or not.
I don't really care whether you think on-stencil

, n°t trying to write deathless prose; if I'm in-
•e 4.uglble and ,readable 1 ask no mor®. I would probably have made my point better

the paragraphs above if I had taken time to first-draft such a comment, but I don't 
intend to spend that much time on an apazine, or any fanzine. I don't have that much 
time to spend. I am very lucky to be able to get an hour to cut stencils a week, and 
in that length of time I have to get as much done as I can, with no time to first- 
draft. Even if I had the time I wouldn't spend it on MCs - it may be more difficult 
to write.a good MC, but.then nobody pays much attention to an MC as far as style goes, 
whereas m a longer article they do. I compose most of my articles in the stick too,’ 
anyhow... *

Kmnison assumes a couple of clever plastic disguises in SECOND STAGE LENS- 
, - Once as a fence, another time as an officer in the guard of the Tyrant of Thrale

who was speaking for Boskone at the time.
• I too think that someone should get on the

. !?, lsaue the super-space operas of both Smith and Campbell in PB form' - espe
cially THE MIGHTIEST MACHINE and SKYLARK THREE (I say, because I haven't, read those). 
Maybe that would.be a good N3F project...
, . If you can walk up two hills before you walk ‘

down one you're either a TK or your definition of a hill is different from mine.

always has 
in a Nelson

. , , I'm
not a great poetry fan, but I am enthusiastic about the work of Robert W. Service and 
Rudyard Kipling. And for some reason there is one piece of poetry that 
the power to move me.,, although I can’t at all say why. I ran across it 
Bond story in UNKNO-m, "Take Drum to England". It goes:

Take my drum to England, 
Hang et by the shore,
Boat et when the powder’s running low. * 
If the foe sights Devon

z We’ll quit the ports of Heaven, 
And we’ll drum them up the Channel 
As we drummed them long ago.

It isn't extraordinary poetry, though it has a nice lilt to it, but for 
moves me as no other that I've ever run across. Does anyone else like it?

some reason it

,, , ... . . You’ll findhat the majority of ministers of the leading Protestant denominations (except the 

would.be


Southern Baptists) agree with your opinion of Graham in private, though his immense 
popularity with a certain segment of church members keep them from expressing their 
opinions publicly for fear of the ac.usation that they are opposed to evangelism. 
The Church of Christ, a fundamentalist group which probably contains the best minds 
to be found among the fundamentalists, has been challenging Graham to debate his 
theological views with any of their people for years, but Graham fefuses to debate. 
He insists on confining religion ot emotional appeal, probably because he has nothing 
else to offer. I have heard him compared to Hitler, not in his philosophy but in has 
speaking style and spellbinding ability. Needless to say I have no use for Billy 
Graham.

I have never loved a fanzine. Perhaps the reason may be that I wasn’t exposed 
to any of the better fanzines until I'd been in fandom almost a year and had done 
some publishing myself. The exception was DISCORD, but I can't say I loved it, I 
enjoyed it, but DISCORD was not the sort of fanzine that I could love. YANDRO, had I 
been exposed to it earlier, might have been, but I didn't start getting it till I 
started writing and trading for it. And by then it was too late.

I suppose you can 
educate kids in "good" music without forcing it dawn their throat. I don't know. I 
was never educated in "good" music, have no particular interest in it (I prefer Sig
mund Romberg and Richard Rodgers to Bach and Beethoven any day), so don't intend to 
tiy to educate my kid in it. I feel the same way about jazz and folk music for that 
matter - I have nothing against any of the forms, but I prefer dance music to 
anything designed purely for listening. I don't mind having classical, Jazz, folk, 
or any other kind of music playing in the background, but don't care to sit and lis
ten raptly.

Have you ever read any of the original UNKNOWN adventures of Fafhrd and 
the Grey Mouser? They are far different from the ones that have appeared recently in 
FANTASTIC, and much better to my way of thinking. "Scylla's Daughter" was the only 
one of the recent adventures that I thought was even in the same class as the old 
ones, and it was still inferior. Get the new Pyramid PB, THE UNKNOWN, and read "The 
Bleak Shore". If you don't like that, then you won't like any of the series. But 
don't judge them all by most of the recent ones.

I dissent - a word may be gross, even 
when another word meaning much the same thing is not. A word, strictly speaking, is 
never gross "in itself" - a word is a group of sounds, and a group of sounds is only 
gross when it is mutually agreed between the speaker and the hearer that the concept 
carried by the word is gross. This is part of this "cultural indoctrination" that 
you speak of - to be able to decide whether two words meaning much the same thing 
may differ precisely in the fact that one is gross and the other is not. And this is 
as legitimate a function of cultural indoctrination as to be able to decide that the 
two words "red"and "pink" differ in that the second indicates a paler shade of the 

■ first. Without this sort of cultural indoctrination we could never communicate at 
all. You may at will deplore the fact that cultural indoctrination does ascribe 
the quality of grossness to mapy words describing the sexual act and its concomitant 
parts, but don't talk of anyone being able to "escape" from cultural indoctrination 
of the same type. Or I'll dyor chom.skug nurt (or haven't you been indoctrinated into 
what that last meant?)...

Oh, Bloody Hell! ^6 - It's Eney's Fault; OK, maybe I'm wrong at that. You're the 
expert anthropologist, or so I understand anyhow. I took Toynbee's definition from 
A STUDY OF HISTORY, which defined nomadism as the keeping of flocks and herds, do
mesticating animals, like. Some nomads, such as the Hebrews, didn't really cover much 
ground. I forget what we were talking about that drew this comment, so I don't know 
whether it was really relevant to what I said or not. I remember saying something to 
someone once about the American Indians not being nomads, which by your definition 
they would have been; on the other hand I also .said something another time about mo-



madism not being the lowest form of hi1 
rect statement. It takes a somcwh* t I 
ving off herding animals than from p-l 
animals are- usually too formidable for 
fully.

mar culture. which I still consider to be a cor- 
le-eioi culture to be able to make a li- 

:-'--ve-hunting and gathering, I think. Herding 
a very small number of men to attack success

stuff /^d for^hort nothing^ut’printX^d°eSn,t mind Sears

you can type 2-3 paves with nn film + P they re as g°°d as I’ve found. And 
a's showiS! P “ n° Sheets and sti11 ^e the centers of the e's and 

to pronounced S’ t V to figure out he
0 in the middle of a word kept me from reading the whole zine.

have your opportunity to sh», your nettle (or knockout drops) If Smith You’ll 
shows up at

which is con-
In the part of the Midwest I used to live in (cen- 

voniontlyde „hS“ „£ « —.....

iWtiX^
voiced consonant gets the pure sound- n ° fol^ow " "i" done or preceding a 
thongized even as the rest of AnerSa d^Xit^ C°”sonant dt is diPh-
vowel used all the time but thin P -j \ backwoods -you find the purener. It iX tha ad™ted SoXre
it no more resembles the XXX^thS £ "XX S ' th°^h
eulty at all In distinguishing the "iX "XXd £ X1"1-
non-native writers were to be believed in +k • * nd ah Oj- of" - though if the 
dentically. If we ever meet I'll h transcription they'd be pronounced i-
the Ohio to pronounce "five". X^s h£ b£ Uff °ny°nB bOrn S°Uth °f 
accent or smells a mice. ln long enough, to lose his

It is true that some bids in bridge are out 
partnership game and in £er to££of h££ °f th! ga"e’ S“Ce “ is °
doing (most of tho ti™ £ > m n you li.ve to let your-partner in on what you’re 
must be ^arrived Jt be?o’ T ^5 mGanS a modiem of understanding
joyment, it is one of the thinS^that mXe^th Whll° thl® may int©rfere with your en-

X Few sitting
no doubt before the hand goes down thatXX ^inU^ Whl°h 1“aVeS y°“ “ 
gether with your partner on a tricky defense to
CT*clC t •

a laydown, or to work to-
set an apparently unbreakable con-

ner... Perfect of all> lf anything goes wrong you can always blame your part-

However, your major complaint seems to be 
system of bidding - which is a complaint that I 

d”; sta"Xf:r aXSXtXX518”-which is

the top British P^s X S ££ 

oirected against the standard American 
and most expert bridge players would



world, but that once you get out of the ranks of the masters, the British play a 
pretty inferior brand of Bridge. One feature of Acol is the fact that you open with 
much lighter hands than you do in standard American - possibly even as little as 9 
points in high cards if the distribution is attractive. For instance, all of the 
following are openings in Acol:

dime if necessary. For instance, th© following sequence is common in Acol: 
North - IS; East - Pass; South - 2NT; West - Pass; North - 33; All Pass. In Ameri

S: OJlOxx S: AQJIOx S: AJIOxx S: Axxxxx S: AKQxxx
H: OJx H: QJ1O9 H: Axxx H: Axxx H: XXX
D: A^x D: xx D: X D: xx D: XX
C : xx C : xx C : XXX C: x C: XX

Now, none of these are even optional opening bids in standard Arne rican bidding. The
Acelites get away with it because their system is designed to let them stop on a

can bidding the 2NT bid is a game force; in Acol it is a strong invitation, but if 
opener bebids his suit his partner must pass. He had something like hand 4- above. 
Another safeguard^is that the range of the opening one bid is narrowed by lowering 
its top limit. Take a hand like: S: AKOJxx; H: Axx; D: AJx; C: x. In standard 
bidding this hand has to be opened with IS; it sin't good enough to guarantee game 
over a Yarborough in partner’s hand. But yet there are many hands that he could 
hold too weak to respond to IS that would nevertheless make game an odds-on propo
sition. Give him: S: xxj H: QJ1O; D: Qxxx; -C: xxxx and you can lay down 4S, but 
he’ll never answer a IS bid. So in Acol this hand is opened 2S, which is only a 
1-round force instead of a game force as in the American system. Partner answers 
2NT with the hand shown above to show no interest in slam. Opener would then bid 
3S, which responder could pass with a complete or near bust. In this case he has a 
fair hand opposite an Acol two, and should raise to 4S routinely.

And so on. There is 
a world of difference between A.col and Standard American, with most of the advantages 
accruing to Acol as far as I can see. Then there is.'the French Canapd system, the 
Italian systems (Roman Club and Neapolitan Club) which- are really cut-and dried, and 
a variety of non-standard American systems - Stayman, Roth-Stone, Kaplan-Sheinwold, 
Bulldog, etc., most of which are more cut-and-dried in offensive and less so in de
fensive bidding than Standard American.

This has probably bored hell out of anyone who 
doesn't know anything about Bridge, and maybe out of those who do, but wotthehell,
archy, I was a Bridge fan long before I was an SF fan and I'm still as much the one
as the other.

JUNGLE TALES OF TARZAN was published sixth in the Tarzan series. As
to the order in which ERB conceived them, I don't know, but I suspect that JTOT was
probably conceived sixth. ERB was never much of one to let good ideas wait around 
before writing them up... It was the first Tarzan book I ever read, at the age of 
eight. I went so ape over it (disclaimer) that my- mother and father wouldn't buy me 
another Tarzan book for a year. You may not believe it, but I kept c_ount of the 
days and when the year was up I made my mother drive all the way to Nashville (50-odd 
miles) to buy me another Tarzan book - this during the war with gas rationing. But 
they always believed in keeping promises, so I got my book...

Waht is driving Toskey 
to smoke? He's becoming a father and him not even married? Or becoming married and 
him not even a father? I'm holding ny breath...

Niflheim #3 - Hulan: At least I wasn't Immoral.



The Seven Eves of Ninvanblo a-j„______ . .. .,
^ife ny baby was being opente- 5 f°r nrst tinB
time around. I've lust S 1 skipped your zine the first

ve just read it ano ; uno it interesting, but not very commentable.

X th0 h°ldUP- Ypu'd “ntloned “ in 
ace lerrer, but this was a fhller and more interesting version.

fusing, but hardly evocative of commer.
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u XS X "“A1* the ralTCSt in the w°rW. it isn't =0 grossly unfair 
1 think the results can be dismissed as "meaningless" I don't +b?n> +1 + +v, 
XX XX t0P a” — XX io SaX oXeX^T- 
thtuX correlation of position on the poll and value to SAPS isn't
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than
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usual, exceptX 5°" T
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agree that I"=ZX JX L 3X X 3 M°ng01 sle^- I

Zr.tatXeyX S ^r,The
of gold cX trXX?X\^^^  ̂ “ XX XTXXSon



with both gold and virginity intact. Not many ancient empires could make that claim 
5 even with qualifications.

The Pink Platypus, the Green Giraffe, and the Polka-Dotted Panda #3 - Tom Armistead: 
you know you just got dropped from SFPA for lacktivity. I guess vou don't

Care. Neither do I.
I wouldn't mind Texas summers so much if I were indoors, either, 

but the summer I was in Texas I was working outdoors at chopping and burning brush, 
and as you might put it it Turned me Off...

Eliminate the singer, chorus, drums, and 
steel guitar from rock 'n roll and all you have is a piano going PLINK-plink-plink- 
PLINK-plink-plink- ad nauseam. So it still isn't worth listening to.

Retro #28 - F.M. Busby: No, I haven't been getting the CRYs with Pournelle's arti
cles in them. I haven't been getting any CRYs, as a matter of fact. I never have 
seen a copy of CRY, if you want strict accuracy - I have a Thing about paying money 
for fanzines, and when a couple of copies of LOKI sent that way with "Trade?" hope
fully checkmarked produced no results I gave up. Which is a pity but then I stand 
on my principles. Which are like feet only different.

I'm like you in wanting to 
know how do we get there from here with Utopias - and few if any tel^you. .'aid the 
reason why Utopias and cojones are incompatible is that people who write about Uto
pias rarely have working cojones...(nobody better ask me to prove it, though).

Utgard #1 - yhos: In which it is proved that I can write something besides MCs.

^tumping 7,-4 - Jim Webbert: How can a town the size of Seattle be so dependent on 
one single firm? Just hew many people does this Boeing place employ, anyhow? Red
stone Arsenal employs around 25,000, but it's a damn big place and Huntsville isn't

_ much over a tenth the size of Seattle. The vision of 250,000 people working at one 
plant is slightly fantastic, and I'd be interested in a fuller description of the 
Boeing place there.

Pop.Que? #17 - Doreen Webbert: .Maybe I'll run for 0E of SAPS next time around. I'll 
wait and see - I'm already 0E of SFPA, I think I'll run for GE of N'APA next time 
round, and if I win I just may run for OE of SAPS just to see what would happen if 

. three apas all had the same 0E. I like to be OE - I get to read the mailings ahead 
of time...

I probably wouldn't win, aryhow.

Hobgoblin #10 - Terry Carr: I apologize to Lancer Books - I had them mentally con
fused with Saber Books, which you must admit is a horse of an entirely different

, hue. These PB firms are proliferating to the point where I have a hard time keeping 
them straight in my mind. ■

I do note that Vega Books, which has' been one of the Fabian- 
* Saber-Nightstand-etc. group, is printing a few SF novels. They look pretty bad; I 

haven't bothered to read them. Coulson said they were bad, though that's not neces
sarily any sign that I would think so - he says the Pellucidar stories are bad, too,. 
But I haven't felt like spending money' on them.

s . Unfortunately, a review of LOKI in a
fanzine that I don't get does me little good. And AXE is another well-known zine that 
I have never seen a copy of, despite trade copies I've sent their way and the fact

: that I know that LOKI has been reviewed in it twice at least. I sometimes wonder
what people are saying about me behind my back...

This is as goo d a time as any to 
tell those of you who asked to be sent LOKI that you won't be getting it till Sept.



or so. I rsn LOKI off in ©arlv Anvil Hv+ r-Vsn-'- tr' ■ v it •
get it mailed until - 1 «*>'' •
copies that accompany SFPA mixir ■ , * al. * ed sln§he copies (l.e. not
+viri,1_u t u 1 1 ^aij.mb. ... issues) that are going within the U B

tho-e o) vnu L hard cash or trade' PA1* lowest on the pecking order s.
out InXptemSr! Rested copies will have to wait for » - which will A ’

, i , You used to draw cartoons for those OPEN ROAD contests ton huh? t 
W^wl^r^ feT!^ thWght — °f * — AS good « some of ’

«t!£ M^Xc^

oown ano participate in a sit-in or protest march or something! What other fan can 
i^L7^.? C?nE ^Slt him and get ^rown in the clink? (Actually HuntsvilS itself 
fore 1X inie^raied except for the schools, which will be be-
kZ nZo fh a? h tO g° far any diction to run into "The United
signs CadsSn ^h3"? ?elCOnT Y°U" 3nd "SaVe °ur RePubIi®- IMPEACH EARL WARREN" 
heS!) ’ Whlch ^tten its share of publicity lately, isn't far from

So if I should write a story and send it to F&.9F and it gets reiected T'l 1 

mu-; “ 
looked)'Uli “S 10^ ««■ 1 '

is i + 'e PAU IM Th . And 1 now know what GLORY ROADis - it s RAH making like Poul Anderson or L. Sprague de Camp.

an actual irritant

1 V anyplace smelling^h wo'rU^
SX5 5d St UX W1! h™™- Though I seem to zecall that Asi-

V once oaid that you could get used to any smell that wasn't 
that he knewsomeone who got used to butyric acid, 
million in air would make anyone hot 
stomach.

though one part in quite a few 
used to it promptly lose anything he had on his

Mistily Pandering #4 , Fred patten: 
hardier than I or California winters Going camping in February? Either you're
Sunnv South" ^0+^+1 + j-------- X----- are milder than Alabama ones,' talk of "the 

hoSSXSS'-------- het we have hotter summers! lf any.

War it's dollar v If your anCQstor appeared in Calif, just after the Civil
non,,! + d liars to doughnuts he was of Southron stock, suh! Half of the West was 
aTeUUUlS tTS)^^ tO eEOaPS ‘he UoXnXXt 

Patton is a good Southern na® -Tk^^ot^o?'  ̂ And Patten/

bear Umln^that^onno1)/^ y°+ 5°’ g° aS 311 officer* No bloody question. However 
at you aS ti^^J n tn^ commission they can. point the long bony finger
some sor/they've got you '^No^??' "h^ 222“ a"d unless y®u've got Pull of
bably won't in vouSThE / many years you've served. But they pro
lack of Cinematographic OffLe^...^^ national urgency caused by the

5

in the way of mailing comments. I'll be interested in seeing what you come up with 
1 ve been waiting for six mailings now...



Astounding Stories of Super Science - Ed Ifeslys^ I always thought of you as MESH- 
kiss till Pelz told me otherwise; t.,e rearon was that although I've never known a 
Lithuanian I've known several Latvia . and going on the basis that the languages 
are supposed to be much alike and that every Latvian I've known accented his name on 
the antepenult, I assumed you did too. Live and learn — but at least you say I'm 
not entirely wrong.

^nd see, you got something besides a bitch from Buz and a "noted",

Speleobem #19 - Bruce Pelz: Congratulations on being President and OE.
Have yofi ever 

read John Dickson Carr's mysteries? I would think that you'd enjoy them, though I 
suppose I could be wrong. He's ny favorite writer of all - mystery, PF, or whatnot.

Oh, being a Director of N3F is fun enough if you don't mind getting bitched at no 
matter what you do. Since I am the type who doesn't give a damn what people say about 
me as long as I retain my good opinion of myself (and I always retain a good opinion 
of myself)’, I engoy being a Director. It's no job for the thin-skinned, though - not 
these days.

You impress me more as the type for Thurid than Tars Tarkas. You know, the 
blackness of your heart showing through and all. Tars Tarkas is supposed to be 15-20 
feet tall, remember? I don't think a burroughs group should include green men or 
white apes. Good individualistic characters: John Carter, Carthoris (or some other 
stock red.man - Tardos Mors, Kantos Kan, Thuvan Din), Gahan of Gathol (the walking 
diamond mine - only that might get expensive even with rhinestones or glass), Thurid, 
?atai Shang, SalensuS Oil, Dejah Thoris, Phaidor. That's just Martians - the venus 

books open up many more, not to mention the Pellucidar and Tarzan series, or the 
single volumes.

The thing to tell Tfercer was that "By way of Brighton Pier"was Gilbert 
- Gilbert Keith Chesterton. Or is that a bi^thick even for SAPS?

-AG0.#l - Don Fitch; I hope that you find tine to remain in SAPS. Your zine is con
sistently among the top five in M'APA, and although this one is short is is one that 
I enjoyed more than most.

If you want to define "argue" in include as necessary com
ponents ad hominem attack and personal invective, then my enthusiasm for argument 
is not so great - though if I think someone is a real nut, like for instance John 
Boardman, I'm as likely as not to say so, repeatedly, with gestures. However, since 
I don't know a thing about him personally, the only basis on which I can attack him 
is his views - which implies a certain amount of objectivity imitself, I suppose.

You express my views better than I did myself in your remarks about laziness etc. I 
enjoy, music-wise, such as Dvorak, Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, Grieg, and most of the 

f other Romantics and Post-Romantics, caring little fop either the moderns or the pre
Romantic group, I know that it's Out to like the Romantics, but I don't particularly 
care - "absolute music" leaves me cold; the Romantics can evoke moods in me, and if 
music doesn't do that then I see no point in listening to it. I also like plain old 
conventional popular music of the Rodgors-Porter-Romberg variety, which I also realize 
is Out, and I care little for folk music and less for jazz. And worse, I don't care.

, 'I think that the figure of speech that you are thinking about is synecdoche (think I 
have that spelled right) - it's the putting of part of something for the whole, such 
aS as saying fifty souls instead of fifty people. I think that it also includes 
the container—for—contained sense, though that may be another one. If I had ny Virgil 
here I could tell you at once, but unfortunately it's at home. I may get all ny stuff 
here before long, though - conversation with ny father this morning indicates that 
he is going to be moving, in which case I'll probably have to get all of ny stuff



from ny parents' home in Jackson an^ I 
tried to come into the Sunday 
by decision of the Board. So

me 
ths

it up bore. It seems that some Negroes 
at bis church i and were turned away 

sermon telling them ™st . ne 2^' he Preached a rather fiery
day he was told that he would up+u ° Shaving that way, and the next
for another church. And he's not oho ° + is statemen'fcs or he could start looking 
church that neeS a pSc r of “
will be surprising, EXL) One by the tinB you Set this “

And let's see that eight pages next time, howzabout? 
ga^Saproller #29 - Ham^ ■ That doesn't look a bit life Bruce Berry's signature 

The .Zed A803 - Karen Anderson: Enjoyed, but what’s to say?

£pectatgr_#63 - OElephant: Redd 
does this happen to be becoming?

Good grief! Almost a whole pa^ 
of something - like

Boggs on the SAPS waitlist? Mrabile dictu! How 
Next thing you know he'll join the NJF...

and nothing more to comment on! Well, I'll think


